Mk1 polo

It was produced from until The original Polo known internally as the Typ 86 , a rebadged version
of the Audi 50 , was introduced in on mainland Europe and was launched in the UK and the Isle
of Man in The differences between the Audi and VW models were minor, with the Polo being
cheaper and much more basic. The two cars were initially sold alongside each other, but the
Audi 50 never sold as well, and was withdrawn in The manufacturer let it be known that Bertone
had been involved in the styling of the Polo and its Audi sibling, although the car was
essentially an in-house Audi design, with the Italian design studio's contribution restricted to
the circular extractor vent cover at the base of the C pillar, and the small "flick-up" at the rear
end of the waist line. The Polo was manufactured at the Volkswagen plant in Wolfsburg. In , the
Derby sedan was released, which was simply a Polo, identical to the hatchback from the C-pillar
forward, with a large boot attached an old Audi proposal, but never sold by this brand [ citation
needed ]. Other specifications included parking lights, rear wash wipe, sun visors, chromed
bumpers and 4. The N model was the basic starting spec lacking many of the features of the LS.
In the GLS was introduced, replacing the LS as the range-topping car; specification upgrades
included chrome headlight and grill surrounds, sunroof, a cigarette lighter and chrome wheel
trims. The Mark 1 Polo and Derby were facelifted in unofficially referred to as the Mark 1F with
plastic bumpers, a different front grille and a revised dashboard. They were first shown in
February at the Amsterdam Motor Show. The Mark 1's production run finally ended in October
with over , Polos sold worldwide. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Berne,
Switzerland: Hallwag, AG: Quattroruote in Italian. Milan, Italy: Editoriale Domus. Volkswagen
passenger cars. Touran Viloran. Buggy I. Buzz I. Crozz I. Roomzz I. Space Vizzion I.
Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal
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truck. Saveiro I. Saveiro IF. Saveiro II. Saveiro III. Saveiro IV. Saveiro V. It was produced from
late until It received a major facelift in and was available in three different body styles, including
a distinctive " kammback "-styled hatchback, nicknamed breadvan. The sedan version received
the name of Volkswagen Derby. A revised Polo model known as the Mark 2 or Mark II, internally
designated Typ 86C was introduced in October , with the major change being the introduction of
a new body style with a steep almost vertical rear window, as well a version with a diagonal rear
window and a similar profile to the previous model. The latter was added to the range in as the
radical styling of the original design was not welcomed by all. The sedan version was no longer
called the Derby in all countries, and was changed to the Polo Classic on all markets from In an
all-new 1. The Polo received some changes in August , including a new dashboard, a bigger fuel
tank, and more standard equipment. The GL was discontinued with the CL essentially taking its
place. All models now received round rather than the earlier square headlights. These changes
helped keep the Polo remain competitive in an increasingly competitive market, which had seen
the arrival of the Opel Corsa Vauxhall Nova in the UK during , and of three more all-new
competitors - the Fiat Uno , Nissan Micra and Peugeot - in , as well as an updated Ford Fiesta in
the same year and the new Renault 5 a year later. By the time an all-new Fiesta was launched in
early , the Polo was the only popular European supermini to lack a four- or five-door version,
and had also gained a new competitor, the Citroen AX , which was also available with five doors
by the end of the decade. In August , for the model year, the first sporty Polo was introduced.
The carburettor remained a twin-barrel one, and the only transmission at the time of
introduction was a very long-geared four-speed manual. The UK market only ever received the
1. The Mark 2 Polo was used extensively by Volkswagen to develop future innovations, for
example supercharging. The supercharger -equipped GT G40 version was introduced in , in LHD
Coupe form only, first as a limited batch of about cars, most of which were sold to VW workers
as a homologated version of the car for the G40 Cup race series and later as a normal
production version. A G-Lader would later be used on the larger and more technically
challenging G60 engine used in the Golf and Corrado. An extremely fuel-efficient two-cylinder
diesel was prototyped in the mids with a G40 supercharger to overcome its small capacity,
although this did not make production. A high-fuel-efficiency model which did make production

was Formel E E for Economy , introduced in The system could be enabled or disabled by means
of a toggle switch below the light switch. Similar systems were later used on the Volkswagen
Golf Mk3. Similar systems were developed by other car manufacturers. For the model year, the
GL was dropped and the bargain limited edition "Fox" model was introduced in some markets. It
was also sold with the 1. However, neither the 1. Otherwise, versions sold on the Continent were
similar to their UK counterparts; this was the same for all Polo Mark 2 versions up to the launch
of an all-new Polo in A facelift in October , for the model year, referred to unofficially as the
Mark 2F or IIF saw square headlights, bigger bumpers and a new interior dash and door trim. As
well as the cosmetic differences, under the skin the car received modifications to the chassis
and suspension as well as the addition of servo-assisted brakes to all models including right
hand drive versions. The new Polo mostly kept the same four-cylinder engine but now as well
as the carburetted 1. Carburetted models remained available for markets where unleaded fuel
was harder to obtain or emissions were not prioritized. The erstwhile Derby, now sold as the
Polo Classic, was only produced in Spain, and ceased production in At this point, the Polo was
now terminally dated. Volkswagen used the extra two years to restudy the Typ 6N and change
the format slightly before introduction in Soon after the launch of the Mark 2F, another sporting
model was added to the range â€” a new version of the supercharged G40 , now as a full
production model in all markets rather than the limited batch of Mark 2 G40s. The reliability of
these vehicles was hampered by early production mistakes and high maintenance costs â€”
parts of the G-Lader can wear out quickly if unmaintained â€” which damaged the reputation of
the supercharging concept. Volkswagen ended its experimentation with supercharged hot
hatches at the end of the Polo 2F production run, due to high manufacturing costs and less than
enthusiastic sales. The price was little less than that of the basic Golf GTI. In VW released a
limited number of special edition Polos, with special trim and a G40 engine and suspension. The
"Genesis" G40 was made to special order only. A single right hand drive example found its way
to the UK. The Fox was the entry-level model, only available with a 1. The very spartan Fox did
not even receive side marker lights as standard. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor
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Saveiro V. JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled
in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. More and more cars on the streets,
lack of parking spaces and poor air quality in the cities, rising energy prices - these topics seem
familiar to us somehow, don't they? They were already discussed 45 years ago, when the first
Polo was launched in March The new model is aimed at "a new generation of car buyers, It is
the generation of critical young consumers. In general, the Polo concept still seems as relevant
today as it did then. The advertising slogan from sums it up in a nutshell: "Polo. Small on the
outside. Big on the inside. Nevertheless, it offers "space for a whole family" according to the
advertising. In the s, people are simply more modest: 0. In this sounds more like a traffic block,
but in Volkswagen even speaks of "sporty performance". Rather modest is also the equipment
of the "VW in new size" : For 7, D-mark basic price there is a rubber floor covering in the interior
instead of carpet, front seats without headrests, a ventilation fan with only one level, a tailgate
with holding bar instead of a gas pressure spring, neither door lock nor sun visor on the
passenger side, no parcel shelf and of course the much referred wire sling as accelerator pedal.
However, Volkswagen does not skimp on safety. Originally, diagonal tyres and drum brakes all
round were planned, but in fact the Polo comes with contemporary radial tyres and disc brakes
at the front axle. For an extra charge there is a laminated glass windscreen, front headrests and
halogen headlights. Again quoted from the internal market launch documents: "In the basic

model, the equipment is limited to the most important features in the interest of the lowest
possible purchase price". A little more luxury is offered by the Polo L or its even nobler brother,
the Audi It has been rolling off the production line even since and was, by the way, initially more
successfull. In , 84, customers chose the smallest Audi, while the Polo found 74, buyers. But the
Polo also picks up speed quickly - not only because more powerful engines with 50 or 60 hp are
available from In , Volkswagen presents the notchback version called Derby, based on the Polo.
In such good shape, the Polo Mk1 is heading for its replacement. The last Mk1s are built in
September In six and a half years, Volkswagen has produced almost , Polos - a remarkable
figure for this vehicle class. And this is just the first chapter in a success story that continues to
this day: Within 45 years, more than 17 million customers have chosen a Volkswagen Polo. This
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It was produced from until The original Polo known internally as the Typ 86 , a rebadged version
of the Audi 50 , was introduced in on mainland Europe and was launched in the UK and the Isle
of Man in The differences between the Audi and VW models were minor, with the Polo being
cheaper and much more basic. The two cars were initially sold alongside each other, but the
Audi 50 never sold as well, and was withdrawn in The manufacturer let it be known that Bertone
had been involved in the styling of the Polo and its Audi sibling, although the car was
essentially an in-house Audi design, with the Italian design studio's contribution restricted to
the circular extractor vent cover at the base of the C pillar, and the small "flick-up" at the rear
end of the waist line. The Polo was manufactured at the Volkswagen plant in Wolfsburg. In , the
Derby sedan was released, which was simply a Polo, identical to the hatchback from the C-pillar
forward, with a large boot attached an old Audi proposal, but never sold by this brand [ citation
needed ]. Other specifications included parking lights, rear wash wipe, sun visors, chromed
bumpers and 4. The N model was the basic starting spec lacking many of the features of the LS.
In the GLS was introduced, replacing the LS as the range-topping car; specification upgrades
included chrome headlight and grill surrounds, sunroof, a cigarette lighter and chrome wheel
trims. The Mark 1 Polo and Derby were facelifted in unofficially referred to as the Mark 1F with
plastic bumpers, a different front grille and a revised dashboard. They were first shown in
February at the Amsterdam Motor Show. The Mark 1's production run finally ended in October
with over , Polos sold worldwide. The Volkswagen Golf is a compact car produced by the
German automotive manufacturer Volkswagen since , marketed worldwide across eight
generations, in various body configurations and under various nameplates â€” including as the
Volkswagen Rabbit in the United States and Canada, and as the Volkswagen Caribe in Mexico
Mk1. The Volkswagen Polo is a car produced by the German manufacturer Volkswagen since It
is sold in Europe and other markets worldwide in hatchback, sedan and estate variants. The
Polo has been produced in six generations. The Volkswagen Passat is a series of large family

cars manufactured and marketed by the German automobile manufacturer Volkswagen since ,
and now in its eighth generation. The successive generations of the Passat carry the
Volkswagen internal designations B1, B2, etc. It was introduced in while production started in
for Europe and for China. The use of the "Santana" badge rather than "Passat" echoes the use
of different names for the sedan versions of the Polo Derby and Golf Jetta. The Audi A3 is a
small family or subcompact executive car manufactured and marketed since the s by the Audi
subdivision of the Volkswagen Group, currently in its fourth generation. The Volkswagen Fox is
a subcompact car produced and designed by Volkswagen of Brazil and sold in Latin America
since and in Europe from to , where it was sold as the city car offering. Currently the Fox is
produced as a three-door and five-door hatchback. The Audi 50 is a supermini economy car
produced by German automaker Audi from to , and sold only in Europe. Introduced two or three
years after the Italian Fiat and the French Renault 5, the model was seen at the time as
Germany's first home grown entrant in Europe's emerging "supermini" class. The Fabia was
available in hatchback, estate and saloon body styles at launch, and since , the second
generation is offered in hatchback and estate versions. The third generation Fabia was
launched in It is essentially a three-box Volkswagen Polo with a stretched wheelbase and has
been developed especially for some markets. The word Vento means 'wind' in both Italian and
Portuguese. It is also known as the Volkswagen Polo Notch in the Philippines. Volkswagen
Derby was the name first given by German automaker Volkswagen for the commercialization of
the booted saloon three-box version of its Volkswagen Polo Mk1 supermini, between and in
Europe. Later, the Derby name was given by the Mexican Volkswagen subsidiary for introducing
the Polo Classic Mk3 saloon toward its domestic market, in the mids years. It was marketed
from early to in most countries except Argentina and the USA. It was manufactured in South
Africa until , it was sold as the Polo Vivo. In Brazil, It was manufactured until with a second
facelift called 9n4, It was replaced in by Volkswagen Polo Mk6. The Volkswagen Polo Mk3 is the
third generation of the Volkswagen Polo supermini car and was produced from until , with a
facelift at the end of It was available in hatchback, sedan and wagon body styles. It was
produced from late until It received a major facelift in and was available in three different body
styles, including a distinctive " kammback "-styled hatchback. The sedan version received the
name of Volkswagen Derby. It was Volkswagen's highest volume seller from and remained in
German production until late The Mk2 was larger than the Mk1; its wheelbase grew slightly, as
did exterior dimensions. All told, about 6. The Volkswagen Passat B2 is an automobile which
was produced by German manufacturer Volkswagen from to It was the second generation of the
Volkswagen Passat. The platform was slightly longer than the preceding Passat B1. As with the
previous generation, it was based on the platform of the Audi 80; the corresponding B2 version
of which had been already launched in The Passat saloon and estate were produced in South
Africa for their local market until The production of Passat B2 in China ended in Today, the
Rapid nameplate is used for three separate small family cars: a 5-door liftback and a hatchback
originating from Europe, a 4-door sedan from China based on the same platform, and India's
version of a smaller sedan Rapid based on the PQ25 platform. Volkswagen R is the brand used
by the German auto manufacturer Volkswagen to indicate a sport or high performance model.
An "R" badge is placed on the grille, front fenders and trunk of R-model vehicles to indicate the
vehicle's trim level. Berne, Switzerland: Hallwag, AG: Quattroruote in Italian. Milan, Italy:
Editoriale Domus. Volkswagen passenger cars. Touran Viloran. Buggy I. Buzz I. Crozz I. Roomzz
I. Space Vizzion I. Images, videos and audio are available under their respective licenses.
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IV. Saveiro V. Panel van. This is a discussion forum about all kinds of volkswagens. Well, I am
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tonneau cover looks and works, but I don't Caddy Watercooled. Edit: Hey Ya'll, If any are
interested in a bed cover like this I can be hired to fabricate a custom one for you. I am pretty
creative and have Drivetrain Throttle cable: This is an important component to periodically
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constant search for hard to find genuine parts around the world, we began working with VW
Classic Parts. Over the years we have been working closely together to increase our knowledge
of essential Mk1 parts that are largely ignored by the mainstream marketplace. These are in
most instances discontinued Genuine Parts, but furthermore offer spare parts from Mexican
and Brazilian Volkswagen production as well as reproductions of highest quality made in
Germany. Whether you are restoring your Mk1 to factory original or just want the comfort of
knowing that you can trust your replacement parts, our partnership with VW Classic allows us
to help you keep tradition alive by offering a growing line of discontinued genuine, OEM and
licensed high quality German reproduction parts. The Classic Parts Center was founded in In ,
the AutoMuseum took over the spare parts stock of a Volkswagen importer and started to
establish a spare parts program for classic Volkswagen models. The range was permanently
extended and the takeover of discontinued parts from Volkswagen Genuine Parts Division's
regular program was added. The name Classic Parts Center was introduced and the
professional sale of spare parts began. My Account: Log In. VW Classic Parts. I do not sell any
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for additional detail if you are unsure. Details: handle, finger, original, polo, derby, audi, door,
plate, accessory, packaging. For guaranteed next day delivery please order
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